
ONCE UPON A TIME BARK KIT 
SPRING COLLECTION 2022

Yields 10+ servingsONCE UPON A TIME BARK KIT

KIT INCLUDES
Lotus Blue Easy Candy™
Optic White Easy Candy™
FlutterBye Fancy Sprinkles

Aquamarine Blue Prism Powder®
Magic Mat

WHAT YOU NEED
• Cutting board or baking sheet
• Knife 

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Prep Tools
Remove Magic Mat from packaging, hand 
wash and dry before use. Place the Magic 
Mat on a baking sheet.

2. Prepare Easy Candy
Heat the Easy Candy in the microwave 
according to bag instructions until smooth.

3. Create The Bark
Cut the tip off the Easy Candy bags above 
the scissors line.

To mix the colors you can either:
• Pour one color first. Tap the baking 

sheet on the counter to even out 
the melted Easy Candy. Then drizzle 
the second color on top of the first 
color. When finished, tap the baking 
sheet again.

• Pour puddles of each color next to 
each other all over the mat. Tap the 
baking sheet on the counter to even 
out the melted Easy Candy. With a 
toothpick create swirls by dragging 
the colors into each other. 

For both options, tap the baking sheet one 
final time when you are finished so the 
Easy Candy spreads into an even, flat layer.

4. Decorate It Fancy
Before the Easy Candy hardens, add 
sprinkles and Prism Powder.

5. Set the Bark
Let the bark set at room temperature or 
in the fridge/freezer until it is firm to the 
touch.

6. Extra Fancy
Once the bark has set, drizzle remaining 
Easy Candy on top to add additional color 
contrast, and adhere additional sprinkles. 
Let the drizzle set before moving into the 
next step.

7. Break The Bark
Trace triangles with the edge of a knife 
throughout the bark. Then press the knife 
in just enough to create a shallow cut in 
all the lines. Don’t cut all the way through 
or you may cut the Magic Mat. Carefully 
break apart the bark using the lines as 
your guide. 

FANCY TIP: If the Easy Candy hardens 
while you are decorating, you can reheat 
it to keep using.


